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On the two flanks of the fortification the sides of the spur fall CII. 15 m into the
adjacent gullies - abruptly to the north and fairly easily on the south side. The fortification is located on the very end of the spur and thus commands the steep approach up from
the fork of the stream. The vulnerable quarter is the south-east where there is no natural
defence against an approach down the spur. This end of the site formerly exhibited some
of the strongest successive defensive arrangements of any pa in the survey area.
Eighty metres from the occupation platform the badly damaged remains of a ditch
can be seen cutting across the spur - here about IS rn wide -·and turning at both ends to
begin flanking defence now 16 m long on one side and 12 m long on the other. It seems
unlikely that these flanking ditches ever extended much more as the spur beyond is too
narrow and steep sided to accommodate useful flanking defence. Forty metres within the
outer ditch, at the narrowest part of the spur, is a faint suggestion of a second transverse
ditch. The immediate approach to the occupation platform was barred by three more
ditches. These are now totally destroyed, but in 1974 they survived, although cut away on
both sides, to indicate a succession of steep sided ditches separated by banks of perhaps
3-5 m width (see Fig. 20). Thus Areromaoa was defended against attack from the vulnerable quarter by at least four, probably five, successive ditches over a distance of 80 m. The
ditches were closer together near the occupation platform and, from evidence available in
1974, may have increased in size as well. There is no possibility now of knowing if there
was evidence of occupation on intermediate platforms. A noticeable bank at the platform
rim completed defence directed against an approach down the spur.

The occupation platform was flanked on both sides by a single ditch and bank - in
1974 already cut away by the bulldozer. At the west end two ditches appear to have
secured the pa against an approach up the spur, although the outer one of these is
problematical on present surface evidence. Despite damage the platform scarp height may
be determined at 3-4 m.
The remains of the occupation platform indicate an inner defended area of 26 x 12-14
m with an area of ca. 300 m-. The higher eastern third of the platform is marked off from
the remainder by a slight scarp. In addition to the usual defensive bank at the vulnerable
end, a low bank can be picked up at the platform rim down both sides. Since 1974, the
occupation platform has been so damaged that 'several rua '. then noted on the platform,
are now represented by only two, close to the northern margin.
Te Awahahae N108/25 (563863) Figs. 22, 23
Te Awahahae is situated on a spur above the right bank of the Tapuae River between
the main South Road and the sea, about 500 m from the river mouth. It is immediately
over the river from N108/109. The location is low within the valley but the fortification
has an advantage over similarly situated pa in the survey area with natural defences made
stronger by a deep saddle to higher ground up the spur. The site is now under pasture with
some pine trees encroaching on the west end. It is mostly in good condition although some
damage has been done by the formation of a farm track, which makes use of the ditch and
bank defences of the north side, and by stock which are breaking down the main occupation platform scarp.

Fig. 23. Te Awahahae

-

aerial view from the north-west.

Te Awahahae enjoys strong natural defences. On the north and south sides of the spur
steep hillsides drop 12-15 m to lower ground. At the upper end of the site is a broad
saddle 6-8 m below the platform which is Cll. 50 m across to higher ground. At the west
end of the fortification is a narrow but easy approach up the spur from the river. Artificial
defence of the main occupation platform is made up of a single ring-ditch. The original
form of the ditch is now unclear on the two flanks of the site: on the north side substantial
damage has destroyed much of any outer bank there may have been, while on the south
side an outer bank at the high east end now falls away to terrace and scarp defence near
the west end. The scarp from the main occupation platform is ca. 5 ill high on the two
flanks. At the two ends, however, the ditch rises steeply from each side to cross the spur
and the scarp here is reduced to as little as 2 m height. At the east end in particular a
marked high point in the ditch may have provided access to the occupation platform; a
bank on the platform rim above adds to defence at this end.
Outside the ditch at the east end of the site is a small area of ground only slightly
lower than the upper end of the platform itself. Only a few metres across it the ground falls
steeply away into the saddle to higher ground. There are faint indications of modification
to the natural topography here, perhaps indicative of occupational use, but there is no sign
of artificial defence for this area. An extension of the flanking defence by only a few
metres would have brought this potential danger point within the fortification and given
command over the approach to this end. At the west end of the site a more substantial,
triangular, platform 12 x 10m in maximum size again lacks artificial defence - except as
might be provided by a palisade on the platform rim. This platform has two rua on it.
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The defended occupation platform of this site is 23 x 13 111, grvmg an area of
somewhat less than 300 m-. Evidence of internal organisation takes the form of three
major terraces dipping to the west. Five or six rua on the platform are divided among the
terraces, with a group of three clustered together on the lowest. An easy slope extending
down the north margin of the platform is suggestive of internal accc s.
NI08/109 (560862)
This artificial ditch is a prominent feature in the landscape on the south bank of the
Tapuae River between the main road and the coast. It takes a most unusual form for a
Maori fortification but no other origin seems likely. A single ditch extends 45 m across a
spur. No other earthworks are in evidence. At both ends of the ditch, cliff or hillside drop
precipitously to the river 35-40 m below. Erosion appears to have largely filled in the ditch
and the outline is now blurred. From rim to rim it is 7-10 m wide. The ditch is ca. 75 m
downslope from the top of the spur. Below is an easy north facing slope. On the Lands and
Survey Department blocksheet (Wairau I!, 45/4) the site's location is marked by the name
'Te Kohanga'.

»

KEKEORANGI
N108/23

Kekeorangi N108/23 (551861) Fig. 24
Kekeorangi is located on the sea-cliff between the Tapuae and Oakura Rivers. It
takes up all of an extensive terrace cut off from the general terrace country of the
surrounding area by the deep gully of the Orahiri Stream. The position is a commanding
one: the site rises above the inland terrace country and so has a useful view inland as well
as some distance both ways along the coast. Kekeorangi is now under grass with some
gorse along the margins. It appears to be in good condition although some damage has
been done to the easiest approach at the east end of the site. How much of the site has
disappeared through erosion of the sea-cliff is not known.
Natural defences are provided by a sea-cliff at 45-50 m and a steep hillside of ca. 35
m into the gully on the southern flank. The weakest point of the perimeter is at the east
end where the gully of the Orahiri Stream rises rapidly to only a little below the general
level of the site. Access to the pa presumably lay across the narrow saddle between the
gully and the sea-cliff. Artificial defence consists of a single ditch which now has gaps in
it but may be assumed to have run around the entire site - this is located below the terrace
rim at the top of the hill slope. Beyond the slight outer rim of the ditch the hillside drops
steeply away. The insubstantial defences are out of scale with the very large defended area
and are unusual in the survey area where massive ditch and bank defences are normal.
Within the pa a high area on the sea-cliff has been used to provide two adjacent inner
defensive platforms or tihi. These are divided by a ditch and have terrace and scarp
defence directed towards the remainder of the site. The two platforms of the tihi area are
ca. 350 m2 and 125 m2 in size.
Kekeorangi is the largest fortified site of the survey area. The total defended area is
260 m in length and up to 100 m wide, with an area of ca. 16000 m-. The occupation area
is divided into two by a slight scarp which marks off the higher east end of the site.
Elsewhere rua are clustered into two areas: four are situated close to the southern margin
of the site and another six are strung along the back of a distinct terrace which is cut into
the slope rising to the smaller (northern) tihi. Further slight dimples over the site will
undoubtedly include at least some other rua. Much of the site is level or nearly level so

D

Fig. 24. Plan and sections of Kekeorangi (NlOS/23).
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house platforms are generally invisible; there are, however, five terraces on the sloping
lower flanks of the two tihi, while another is situated adjacent to the four isolated rUG just
within the defences at the south side.
Omuna NlOS/145 (545856) Fig. 25
Omuna is situated on top of the 50 m high sea-cliff cu. 500 m north of the Oakura
River mouth. Its cliff-top location gives command of the sea and beach, and its location on
a slight eminence above the neighbouring terrace country allows a useful view inland. The
site is now under grass except for the occupation platform which has a thick cover of
gorse.
This fortification is defended on one side by the precipitous sea-cliff. The other sides
offer easy natural approaches. Artificial defences consist of a single ditch on three sides
with the natural hill slope of the long south side allowing an outer bank as well. The
platform scarp is ca. 2 m high. Erosion over the sea-cliff may have accounted for some of
the occupation platform over the years although it is unlikely that it was ever a great deal
larger than its present 200 m2 size (ca. 25 x 10 m maximum dimensions).
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Fig. 25. Plan of Omuna (NI0S/145).

Pahitere N108/24 (553852) Fig. 26
This fortification is just south of the corner of the main South Road and Koru Road
and occupies a prominent hill rising above the general level of the surrounding terrace
country. It stands high above the nearby pa, Wahawakiore (N108/26), about 100 m to the
east. The site is now mostly under grass with some gorse and bracken which have helped
preserve the steep scarps from stock damage.
Pahitere was occupied in 1864 by part of a company of Taranaki Military Settlers and
was modified to an unknown extent to accommodate the troops. This occupation has
resulted in the very rectangular plan of the top platform and the outer defences as they
now appear, in the terraces on the eastern side of the hill and in the slight bank which

aerial view from the north.
at top left.

Wahawakiore is under bush cover

encircles the top platform at its rim. Best (1975: 222-224) clearly had no idea of its later
military use when he described this site. As a result of the later use it is difficult to make
out the form of the earlier Maori fortification. That it was a pa is known from historical
references of the 1860s and from the partly destroyed ditch which can be seen outside the
Military Settlers' defences. The location of this ditch, together with the apparent lack of
later throw-out from the present inner ditch, makes it possible that this was a site unique in
the survey area which was defended all around by a double ditch and bank. An easy
approach from the south and comparatively easy approaches from the other sides add to
the argument for unusually strong defences. The modified top platform has an area of ca.
250 m2.
Wahawakiore NI08126 (555852) Fig. 27
Wahawakiore is located south of Koru Road cu. 100 m east of Pahitere. Its situation
is singularly unobtrusive -low on a short and narrow spur which drops into the Te Wawa
Stream from the extensive terrace country between the Tapuae and Oakura Rivers, It is so
completely dominated by nearby Pahitere that it seems improbable that it operated as an
independent fortification; its role may therefore have been to provide supplementary
accommodation for its larger neighbour. Wahawakiore is now under wattle with an
understorey of mahoe and kawakawa. It is in good condition except for the outer defences
of the south end which have suffered from fencing and are under grass in a paddock
adjacent to most of the site.
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At the north-west end of the site a narrow spur dips slightly before rising to dominate the
defences from CG. 80 m distance. At the south-east end of the site is aspur which provides
easy access 100 m down to the river. Artificial defence at the north-west end consists of
three ditches cutting the narrow spur; these are now very short and may have been subject
to some loss over the cliff into the river. Along the northern side is a single ditch which
does not appear ever to have been very deep and may have operated for part of its length
simply as terrace and scarp defence. The scarp to the platform is ca. 3 m high. At the east
end is a short section of double ditch and bank cutting off the downhill spur.
The occupation platform is ca. 45 m long and 6-26 m broad. The area is ca. 700 m-.
Dense gorse ruled out a thorough examination and only one rUG was found at the platform's
eastern comer.
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Figs. 32,33. Pa plans. 32. Raumaterua (NI08/32). 33. NI08/147.

Puketapu N108/152 (546839)
This pa was situated within a major bend of the Oakura River about 1 krn from the
sea. The location is typically low on a spur commanding little more than the adjacent river
flats and itself dominated by the rim of extensive terrace country about 200 m to the north.
In the 1950 aerial photograph (1788/6) Puketapu is hidden under bush which occupied the
entire peninsula. The site was almost totally destroyed in the early 1950s during bush
clearing operations.
Puketapu enjoyed strong natural defence - two sides dropping abruptly some 15-20
m to the river and the spur end also offering a precipitous natural approach. Only the
uphill end of the spur lacks natural defence, although even here a high point does allow
some command over a slight saddle to the north. A local informant describes very strong
artificial defence. All that now remains is ca. 5 m of double ditch and bank at the south
end between the farm track and the cliff to the river and a single almost completely filled
ditch which extends 8 m beyond the track. A slight cut in the eastern margin of the
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platform CCI. 40 m from these defences may indicate the end of another defensive ditch.
Such defence secured only the high point of the outer end of the isthmus and the
defended area would thus have been about 400 m-. Topography, however, suggests the
northern defences may have been another 60 m further on where a knoll would secure the
interior and allow command of the saddle to higher ground. If the pa did indeed extend to
this knoll an occupation area of 1500-2000 m- is indicated. Some four or five depressions
on the site may indicate rua .

c

D

NIOSIl47 (556S21) Fig. 33
This small pa is situated about ISO m above sea level on a narrow spur which
descends from the northern flanks of the Kaitake Ranges above Surrey Hill Road. Use has
been made of a relatively broad part of the ridge to create a small strongly defended
position. The site is ca. 100 m south-east and 20 m higher than NIOS/146. Unlike the
neighbouring site, however, N10S/147 is in very poor condition. Defences of the west
side have been used for a farm road to gain access up the spur and macrocarpas have been
planted over the site. The tree planting and subsequent stock damage has resulted in scarps
being broken down, ditches filled in and the occupation platform itself badly damaged.

»

Natural defences include a narrow spur and slight saddle to the south, with the
ground rising sharply ca. 60 m beyond the site. To the east is a precipitous slope dropping
away ca. 25 m, while to the west a steep drop of 6-S m leads to an easy slope downhill to
N IOS1 146. To the north the spur continues relatively broad and level for ca. 50 m before a
moderate slope down. The shape of the artificial defences is determined by the unusual
circumstance of a relatively easy approach up the spur and difficult approach down. On
the south side of the site is a single broad ditch, beyond which is a triangular platform co.
12 m in length which rises to a high point at the outer end and then drops away into the
saddle without further artificial defence. At the north end is a 25-30 m long double ditch
and bank of which the outer is damaged almost beyond recognition. This relatively strong
defence is directed at the easy approach up the spur. On the west end of the intervening
bank is a triangular platform co. 5 x 10 m. On the east and west flanks of the pa roading
damage and natural erosion have left the defences somewhat unclear. From appearances
there was no ditch and bank on the east side and defence seems to have been left to the
precipitous natural scarp. The presence of the farm road rules out interpretation of defences on the more vulnerable west side although either a ditch and bank or a terrace
presumably would have provided the basis for the present road.
The four-sided occupation platform dips slightly to the north. It measures ca. 16 x
7-12 m with an area of ca. 160 m-.
NIOS/146 (555S22) Fig. 34
NIOS/146 is located on the north flank of the Kaitake Ranges above Surrey Hill Road,
in the headwaters of the Wakamure Stream. It is situated on a short steeply sloping spur
just east of the major ridge which extends northwards east of Wairau Road and west of the
narrow spur on which is located NIOS/147. It is now under grass with some mahoe, ponga
and gorse, mostly on the scarps. It is in excellent order despite damage to the east side for
a farm road and some stock damage on the occupation platform scarp. The defensive
scarps are high and, for much of the perimeter, close to vertical. The superb surface
evidence for internal organisation of the occupation platform makes this one of the
outstanding small pa of the survey area.
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Fig. 34. Plan and sections of NlOS/146.
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. N108/146 has strong natural defences. on three sides. To the north the broad front of
the spur drops sharply ca. 30 m to the fork of two small tributaries of the Wakamure
Stream. On the two flanks of the site are steep drops 10-IS m into small gullies. Only the
south end is vulnerable to attack: here the ground is level outside the defences for ca. 20 m
before rising quickly to command the site. Artificial defences consist of a single ditch and
bank which rings the occupation platform, along with a second ditch across the spur at the
vulnerable south end. The platform scarp is 4-S m high with the greatest height
presented at the south end. The bank at the south end is 3 m high from both ditches, with
the outer counterscarp here ca. 2 m high. On the other three sides the counterscarp of the
single ditch is much less substantial at I-I.S m. At the high south end of the occupation
platform is a pronounced bank ca . I m wide and 30-40 cm high.
The occupation platform is 21 x 8-13 m giving an area of ca. 230 m2. The marked
slope down to the north has led to extensive modification with about twelve small terraces
apparent. The two uppermost terraces span the platform, here ca. 10 m wide. The greater
part of the platform is taken up by three rows of well-defined terraces, some divided off by
scarps only and some by low banks. The terraces are presumably designed to accommodate houses or other buildings. On two of the terraces are a total of three rua.
A single rua is dug into the counterscarp near the south-wast corner of the ditch while
another possible rua is located on the bank at the north end of the site. Below the
fortification on the steep hillside to the north are about four terraces.
NI081lSI
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Nloa/34

The 19S0 aerial photograph shows this pa to have been oval in plan of ca. 3S x 40 m
total size. The present house sits on the occupation platform which may have been ca. 400
m2 in size. A major terrace on north and west sides of the garden probably makes use of
the old ditch and bank.
NI08/34 (S44836) Fig. 3S
NI08/34 is situated within a major bend of the Wakamure'Stream ca. I.S km from
the sea, close to the corner of Wairau and Surrey Hill Roads. Immediately over the stream
to the south was the ring-ditch pa NI08/1S1 which dominated its neighbour to such an
extent that it seems unlikely NI08/34 could have been defended without possession of the
other. Indeed, NI08/34 occupies a singularly unobtrusive site low in the valley and is
commanded not only from NI08/1S1 but from the rim of the rising terrace country to the
west as well. The site is in generally good condition under second growth bush.
The chief natural defence of this site is the precipitous slope to the Wakamure Stream
which almost completely surrounds it. At the south side the stream is only 3-4 m below the
site while just over the narrow isthmus it is IS-20 m below. Artificial defence consists of
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two substantial ditches which cut the narrow access spur and major scarps within the pa
which divide it into a number of defensible areas above the precipitous slopes to the
stream. The fortification is unusual in the survey area in the lack of ring-ditch defence and
the use of scarps and terraces; the only site it can easily be compared with in this respect is
the much larger Koru.

(S4483S)

On the 19S0 aerial photograph (1788/6) a ring-ditch pa in good condition shows up
on a knoll north of Surrey Hill Road about 100 m from the Wairau Road corner. The
fortification was typically located below the terrace country to the west although it did
command a useful view of the lower Wakamure Stream and the Oakura River valley, and
down the valley of the Matekai Stream to the north-west. It also completely dominates the
site Nl08/34 across the Wakamure Stream. NI08/ISI was destroyed in 1970.

PA

Fig. 35. Plan and section of NI08/34.
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Within the defences are two large platforms and a major terrace which encircles the
larger platform and extends down the side of the other. At the western margin of the site is
a third small platform. The occupation area is roughly triangular in shape, of a total area of
ca. 1300 m2 (within the double ditch defences, but including internal scarp defence). The
major platform is more than 400 m2 and the smaller is ca. 170 m2. At the west end of the
major platform are two larger depressions, while the smaller platform has four rua,
Another nine rua and three depressions are grouped in two areas on the lower terrace
while three more rua are within the defensive area (two in the inner ditch and one on the
broad intervening bank), and one is outside the defences. A total of 17 rua indicates
substantial storage on the site. The five depressions may also be collapsed rua. The siting
of rua at the foot of scarps is against reminiscent of Koru where this is a preferred location
and contrasts with the usual platform location of rua on ring-ditch pa within the survey
district.
N108/140 (542821)

Thi pa is poorly located for natural defence; the only quarter which offers the
slightest assistance to artificial works is the east side where a steep slope of 6-8m drops
into the valley of the Wairau Stream. The 1950 aerial photograph (1788/6)
shows a
roughly four-sided work ca . 40 x 30 m in total area, with a possible double ditch and bank
on the west side. The defences at the vulnerable south end are obscured beneath trees. All
that survives today is a 40 m length of ditch on the east side of the fortification.

N 108/140
Pukeariki

N108/124

Fig. 36

NI081140 is located ca. 180 m above sea level on a spur which runs north from the
Kaitake Ranges south of the Wairau Stream. It is ca. 200 m within the Egmont National
Park boundary up a spur which leads on to the 'Looney D' trig station. It is now under
dense gorse, a tangle of felled and standing pine, mahoe, kawakawa and mamaku and
other regenerating native species. The site is generally in good condition under the
vegetation, with high defensive scarps having undergone little erosion. Along the west side
the ditch and bank have been used to form a road for access up the spur, this road also
cutting the end of the outer ditch at the uphill end of the site.
The fortification makes use of a slight knoll located just before the ridge drops away
steeply to the north. It is very little higher than the narrow ridge to the south which rises
above the pa at ca. 50 m distance. The sides of the ridge are steep but not precipitous as
they fall away into gullies some 50-60m below the site. Artificial defences are made up of
a single continuous ditch and bank surrounding the occupation platform and a second ditch
outside at the vulnerable southern end. The defences are strong with a 4m high scarp
surrounding the platform, the 4 m high bank giving additional protection to the south end,
and 2-3 m deep counterscarps within the outer bank around the site. At the southern rim
of the occupation platform is a pronounced bank which adds to the defence of this end of
the fortification. A slight rim may be present around some of the remainder of the
platform.
The occupation platform is 20 x 13 m maximum dimensions, of a somewhat rounded
plan. The area might be a little more than 200 m-. There is no sign of rua, nor is there any
clear indication of internal terracing on the generally level platform. It is likely there are
artificial terraces immediately below the pa on the north side but these also are unclear
under the present cover.
N108/108 (531842)
NI08/108 is located ca. 200 m from the Oakura Beach directly behind the present
surf lifesaving club building, between the Wairau and Waimoku Streams. The location is
typically low-lying: use is made of a slight knoll on the end of an undistinguished spur
with an easy approach 100 m down the spur from extensive terrace country to the south.
The site was almost completely destroyed during road works for a residential subdivision
in late 1977. What remains is now under pasture.
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Figs. 36, 37. Pa plans. 36. N1081l40.

Pukeariki N108/124

37. Pukeariki (N108/124).

(524842) Fig. 37

Pukeariki is located on the sea cliff at the west end of Oakura Beach, on the left bank
of Otupoto Stream. The site is generally in good order under grass, with occasional gorse,
boxthorn and recently planted pohutukawa. Some large pine trees have undoubtedly done
some damage to subsurface deposits.
The fortification makes use of a small spur which extends between the Otupoto
Stream and the sea. On the north side defence is provided by a cliff of ca. 12 m which
drops directly to the stabilised sandy area at the rear of the beach. At the east end of the
spur is a vertical drop of ca. 6 m to the valley of the Otupoto Stream. The south flank of
the spur provides an easy approach as does the slight saddle to higher ground westwards.
Artificial defence is confined to three sides. It is indeed surprising that a considerable
effort has gone into preparing what now appears as scarp and terrace defence at the east
end: the natural cliff here drops away a few metres from the bottom of the artificial scarp
to provide potentially much stronger defence. The scarp and terrace defence of the east
end is continued along the south and west sides as ditch and bank defences of the usual
form. At the west end of the occupation platform is a low bank adding to strength at this
end.
The occupation platform is 22 x 9-12 m, giving an area of perhaps 225 m-. A single
slight depression may indicate a collapsed rUG.
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DISCUSSION

The work presented here is part of a larger project and a full examination of the
results will follow completion of the project. The following brief discussion
will serve
simply to point to some of the more salient features of sites examined so far.
The characteristic pa of the surveyed area is the so-called 'ring-ditch' fortification.
Of the thirty-two sites examined, eighteen are defended by an encircling ditch and bank
while a further seven make use of a cliff on one side. The remainder are defended by a
variety of transverse ditch and bank arrangements with natural or modified scarps along
the flanks and at the less vulnerable, sometimes precipitous, downhill ends.
Ring ditch pa commonly take the form of a small occupation platform defended by a
single massive ditch and bank. Potikitaua (Figs. 4,5) and Omuna (NI08/18
- Figs. 12,
13) illustrate this t¥pe. Others, such as NI08/116 (Fig. 8) and NI08/146 (Fig. 34), have
an additional transverse ditch at the vulnerable uphill end. Others again have three or more
ditches with intervening banks. Rangitui (Fig. 6) has three ditches defending both approaches along the ridge, while Areromaoa (Figs. 20, 21) may have had as many as five
ditches barring the downhill approach. N I 08/29 (Figs. 18, 19) consists of three adjacent
simple ring-ditch fortifications.
Larger and more complex ring-ditch pa are Te Ngahoro (Figs. 2, 3) and Pukiekie
(Figs. 16, 17). Te Ngahoro has two platforms defended by a single encircling ditch and
bank. Pukiekie also has two main platforms which are defended by one and two ditches.

Seven pa occupy cliff-top situations which allow a modification of the usual ringditch form. Most are defended only by a single ditch where needed (examples as NI08/
118, Fig. 9, and Kekeorangi, Fig. 24). Others are defended by a double ditch and bank
against vulnerable approaches (for example Takereputa, Fig. 31), or even three ditches
and intervening banks as at one end of Raumaterua (Fig. 32).
Pa defended by transverse ditches and banks and flanking scarps include Koru (Fig.
28), Otete (Figs. 14, 15) and NI08/34 (Fig. 35). There may have been an advantage in
this form of defence if a large occupation area was needed since a site may be used for living
quarters to the natural rim of the terrace or spur with no need to make room for defences.
But while the three pa mentioned are among the larger of the surveyed area, two fortifications of this form are very small - N1081111 and NI08/115 (Fig. 10).
A feature possessed by a majority of sites still open to careful examination is the bank
on the platform rim at the vulnerable end of the fortification - usually the uphill end. At
NI08/116 and NI08/29 the bank stood a metre above the adjacent platform, but this is
unusual and the bank is usually very slight, and indeed could sometimes be missed by
someone not specifically looking for it. Such banks must be assumed to be defensive
features and would certainly have been higher and more massive when originally in use.
In addition a number of sites possessed a less conspicuous bank running wholly or partly
around the occupation platform rim.
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A notable feature of fortifications of the Omata and Oakura districts is their very
small size. The ten smallest ring-ditch pa defend an average occupation platform of about
230 m2. In some instances we are given an idea of the internal organisation of these very
small fortifications, for example at N108/146 (Fig. 34) where a number of small terraces
cover the occupation platform and may be presumed to have been prepared for dwellings
and other structures or activity areas. The siting of rua on other occupation platforms (for
example at NI08/29, see Fig. 18) also gives clues as to the organisation of the inner living
areas of these sites.
Defended areas of larger sites cluster between 650 and 800 m-, and 1100 and 1500
m", while the two largest sites dwarf all other in the surveyed area. Indeed, Kekeorangi
defends an area greater in extent than the combined occupation area of all other sites
except Koru.
Perhaps the most unexpected aspect of the siting of pa is the clear preference for
inconspicuous locations. Over half are sited on a knob or rise on a spur below the general
level of the surrounding countryside. They are thus dominated from only a short distance
outside the defences and frequently overlook only a small area of the valley bottom or sea
"fac~ .in theu: immediate vicinity. Even the builders of Koru saw no need to occupy a
position which offered any command over the surrounding countryside. In the low 'I'
Tapuae River valley and on the Hurford Road ridge only Pukiekie takes advantage (II" Oil •
of the many commanding situations which are available. This is in marked contrast to
fortifications of the New Zealand Wars when both sides made considerable Lise 0]" hil'h
ground in the district for the siting of fortifications to command an extensive
view
(Prickett 197 8b).
Maori fortifications in Taranaki do not present an unvarying array 0]" ring-diu-h pli
and other forms. South of Stoney River ring-ditch fortifications are able to rnuk ' USl' ot' t lu:
characteristic volcanic hills or lahars of that region and so become relatively
more ahun
dant. To the north, Buist (1964) describes a higher proportion of headland and rid),(' II I
defended by transverse ditch and bank arrangements in a landscape which 1L:J1ds il~('1i III
such works. In the districts covered here the small ring-ditch form is prohahl PVI'I
represented while the proportion of large fortifications may be cornparativcl
1m
III
Taranaki as elsewhere in New Zealand the relationship between topographicut
drru Illth
and cultural preference remains to be properly explored.
I am indebted to landowners of the Ornata and Oakuru dislri\"I',
11'1111 \ I I
unfailingly interested in our work and generous with permission to visit xitcs. i\ssi~.I:III\'1'
III 111 III hi
was given by Joanna Boileau, Kelvin Day, Sheridan Easdale, Roger Fyfc, Rill) 'II ()I!VI'I IIl1d [\111
Stevenson to whom I am most grateful. I also owe thanks to Ron Lambert, Dir,','111I I I IIII' 1111 1111 11
Museum, to Kathy Prickett for a great deal of help without which the work wIIllIII 111111 )i" II
impossible, and to Mr George Bowen of New Plymouth who provided such IIIi1rV\'II,II1',
1111 111111111111"
tion at Oakura. Thanks are also due to Caroline Phillips who prepared th· illll,,11I11I1 I1
111111111
lid
assistance was given by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust.
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